
2102 – Hamworthy SC – 31/03/19 

Mothers day, so how many will turn up today. Us poor orphans will be there so let battle 
commence. 
 
Death March try’s’ to do the birthday honours, but a well known oil producer is so deaf that he 
doesn’t realise that he is louder than a jet engine so nobody can hear anything even when 
prompted to be quiet. 
 
Ho Hum never mind, it’s a Jockstrap main and Wiggy mini. 
Strangely Anal and friend are back and so is Fish Finger, who apparently had a new hip two 
weeks ago, and is more mobile than some youngsters who trip up and now need a boot cask 
and walking stick. 
 
Mini goes off right, we go left, basically we just go around the sports fields to waste time. 
Could’ve been fatal, as Bum Hugger decides running in front of younglings learning to fire 
crossbows was a good idea. I hope Wheeze has him insured. 
Up the main road, past the mini and then up what looks like someone’s drive. Luckily its not, so 
we get out into a field. 
 
Its not across the field but straight on up the obvious path. 
Getting behind means I’m not first to the “long” turn off, good thing to as this is a new one, a “bog 
cul-de-sac”!!! Net result, its straight on. 
 
Past the tips ‘vent pipes’, which are a bit stinky, comments of “is Slurry with us” is pejorative and 
a slur! Come the revolution, your cards are marked, I know who you are. 
Into the heath proper we get over taken by Bianca’s younglings, surely on mothers day they 
should be carrying her around the trail, but they don’t, ear buds engaged they just keep jogging. 
Wheeze is either mega fit today, or is getting very lucky as she is constantly at the front of the 
correct trail, as opposed to Banger and K9. 
 
Short cut across a small boggy bit that could’ve been as challenging as an Everest trek, if you 
followed Bender Over. 
 
A five-point fishhook is ignored by most front-runners, apparently waiting for the slower runners 
to go by is frowned upon, even though logically it’s the same result. 
 
We stumble out of the undergrowth to realise we are just down the road from the start, is this a 
sham, will we continue off to the river. Nope, it’s a short run today, someone wants their carvery 
quick. 
 
So, cool sunny day (just right to get the shorts out), a triple generation run, stinky vents, speedy 
Wheeze, short fast run, and a Fish Finger with a 2 week old hip who’s faster than everyone. 
 
So what did you think? 
 
On On  

 


